Medical Coding Services for 47 Specialties

Supporting Most Medical Software Platforms
PPM Supports most medical software platforms for medical billing and revenue cycle management. Please see below for a sample of some of the most common systems used.

Supporting Critical Solutions Most Important To Medical Billing and Revenue Cycle Management

Part-B Revenue Cycle Management
Accountable Care Organizations
501(c) Organizational Development
Independent Physician Associations
Coding Services
Credentialed Services
Charge Capture
Merit-Based Incentive Payment System (MIPS)
MACRA

Medical Billing Testimonials
*My pediatric practice, Children's Clinic, has worked closely with Precision for many years in an effective partnership that has contributed greatly to the management of our practice. In order to best serve patients, the "business side" of things must run extremely well. Precision appeals insurance low pays on drugs and provider services, communicates coding updates and specialty-related and billing changes, tracks office collection of copays and patient balances, compares our coding levels to national distributions and identifies our denial and rejection issues, to name just a few. Monthly meetings with Precision allow us to review month end reports, identify opportunities for improvement and constantly "raise the bar" on our performance as a practice. In today's difficult economic environment, Precision is a business partner we can count on.*